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Abstract 
 

What is the function of the past in visions of the future? For critics, futures built on recycled 
futures-past, at best, signal a failure of imagination and, at worst, foreclose much-needed 
alternative futures. Against a backdrop in which the future is predominantly thought of as a threat, 
this paper offers a more nuanced account of the entanglement of past and future at lieux de futur, 
complex assemblages of imagination, relations to time, scales of the past, forgetting, and sense 
experiences. Utilizing fieldwork at the 2018 Future of Everything Festival and collected materials 
from Astana Expo 2017 this paper reconsiders the function of the familiar in visions of tomorrow 
through the concept of déjà vu (promnesia). Triggered by a single familiar element among what is 
presented as novel, déjà vu activates a sensation that one can see the future unfold before its full 
arrival. Promnesic futures thus act as a prophylactic against broader looming threats (e.g., climate 
change) by rendering them navigable. 
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Figure 1 

Catching a (Flying) Cab (Taylor, 2018) 
En L’An 2000 by Jean-Marc Côté (circa 1899) 
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Scholars have long lamented our inability to imagine futures that radically differ from those of the 
past or present. Ours is an age dominated by preservation, preemption, and risk, where the horrors 
and failures of modernity have transformed the future from a promise into a threat. And what we 
do get as promises are recycled visions often wrapped in the hyperbole of “new” technology which 
offer no substantive alternative to the present state of affairs. Figure 1 juxtaposes the penultimate 
page from the May 2018 issue of The Future of Everything magazine, from which the eponymous 
festival emerged, and a postcard over 100 years its senior. Both feature the flying cab. Indeed, the 
flying car is indicative of what critics call “false promises” (Huyssen, 2006), “fabricated futures” 
(Hartog, 2005), and “futurean mirages” (Carey and Quirk, 2009). Sites such as the Future of 
Everything Festival (and its forebearer, the World’s Fair), thus, foreclose the future by offering 
spectators their “own capacity to do, to speak and to be… [as] already-performed actions, already-
spoken phrases and already-complete events” (Virno, 2015: 117). The result: “apathy, fatalism, 
and indifference” (21).  

The flying car will certainly not usher in a radically different future. But approximately 
half of all Americans believe technological progress will save the world from climate change 
(Leiserowitz et al, 2019; Pew Research, 2017). Is it the case that shiny facsimiles of empty futures-
past simply dupe the uninformed? This paper suggests that there is a more complex entanglement 
of past, present, future in articulations of the future beyond presenting the past as future. A more 
nuanced understanding of the seemingly inescapable familiarity of the future, as well as the 
function of the past in future visions, begins in the notion of déjà vu. As a sensation déjà vu lies 
not in matching a 2018 advertisement with an 1899 postcard (Figure 1). Instead, it is the 
ambiguous feeling of having “already seen” an “undefined past” (Neppe, 1983) before any such 
likeness is determined. While déjà vu is indeed triggered by a familiar element in what is presented 
as novel, instead of foreclosing the future it can produce a prophylactic sensation that one can 
“predict what will happen next” (Brown 2004a: 116). So, it is not that the Future of Everything 
Festival or World’s Fair patron does not recognize the past in the future, but that that element of 
the past might render an otherwise threatening future navigable. 

 To develop this idea, the paper proceeds in four parts. First, I provide a history of the future 
that ends with the future as a threat to the present. Second, I develop the concept of promnesic 
futures, prophylactic and redemptive visions of tomorrow structured on the sensation of déjà vu. 
Promnesic futures are complex articulations in which modalities of past and future, repetition and 
linearity, remembering and forgetting overlap. Third, to further develop an analytical approach to 
promnesic futures and beyond, I outline the contours of lieux de futur, sites at which futures are 
articulated and staged. Fourth, the framework developed in the previous sections is applied to two 
case studies. Based on fieldwork at the 2018 Future of Everything Festival and materials gathered 
on the 2017 regional World’s Fair in Astana (now Nur-Sultan), Kazakhstan, I examine how futures 
articulated in the face of technological and climatological threats, respectively, are rendered 
promnesic. I conclude by considering the further applicability of lieux de futur and promnesic 
futures for memory studies. 
A history of the future 
The future is a slippery concept. Colloquially, it demarks what will be, may be, is not yet. Of 
course, the “what” of the future could be any number of phenomena whose advent we might 
expect, be surprised by, hope for, dread, work to realize, or try to prevent. We cannot directly 
experience the future. The horizon beyond which the future lies, like the boundary where the earth 
and sky meet, continuously moves as one approaches it (Lima, 2003). As such, “the future is 
always offstage, and never quite makes its entrance into history; the future is a time that never 
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arrives but is always awaited” (Carey and Quirk, 2009: 133). In short, the future can never begin 
(Luhmann, 1976). Nevertheless, futures have a presence. Some are latent within social processes 
(Adam and Groves, 2007). Others are not only awaited, but are imagined, conjured, predicted, 
planned, and prototyped. These are “present futures” (Luhmann, 1976; see also Adam and Groves, 
2007). At its core, the future is a widespread communicative phenomenon, a “cultural fact.” As a 
“routine element of thought and practice in all societies” it produces a variety of affects and 
sensations: “awe, vertigo, excitement, disorientation” (Appadurai, 2013: 292, 287). It is the 
multiplicity and evasiveness of the future as well as its accompanying sensations that makes it a 
“powerful political and cultural weapon” (Carey and Quirk, 2009: 133).  

The future is entangled with a similarly powerful cultural and political resource: the past. 
“No expectation without experience, no experience without expectation,” as Reinhart Koselleck 
(2004: 257) puts it. As such there has been a push to reorient the study of collective and cultural 
memory toward the future (Bond, Craps and Vermeulen, 2016; Gutman, Brown and Sodaro, 2010; 
Szpunar and Szpunar, 2016). The entanglement of memory and future is complex. Surely, past 
experience and memory shape our imagination of what is to come. But it can work the other way 
around, “What is to come determines what is present, and this determines what is past” (Johann 
Georg Hamann quoted in Koselleck, 2002: 131). Moreover, the relation between present, past, and 
future can also be non-linear and overlapping as in the experience of déjà vu. More generally, the 
shape of the future and our experience of it depends on the organization of a collective’s or 
collectivity’s overall relation to time within a given epoch. Koselleck’s (2002, 2004, 2018) 
“conceptual history” and François Hartog’s (2015) “regimes of historicity” provide a useful 
starting point for outlining variations on and relationships to the future.  

The Koselleck-Hartog history of the future goes something like this: From antiquity to the 
eighteenth century the future was an Edenic past to which one would return. It is the predestined 
future of theological, circular, and eschatological time. Oracles, prophets, and seers could foretell 
the future, but neither they nor the gods could alter its path (Adam and Groves, 2007: 4). Reflecting 
the non-place of the afterlife, throughout this period, utopian visions were articulated as spatial 
constructs (Hölscher, 1996). A temporal future emerged out of the French Revolution (see also 
Carey and Quirk, 2009). What once signified circularity, rotation, and return—“revolution”—
came to denote a break, an upheaval, “a point of departure” (Koselleck, 2004). From a preordained 
return, the future morphed into an open horizon that could be shaped by human action and craft. 
In short, this was the age of progress. Its utopias (and dystopias) were found not in other spaces 
but in times to come (Hölscher, 1996). 

Hartog (2015) marks the end of the open future in the mid-to-late twentieth century. The 
Holocaust and the atom bomb shattered society’s faith in progress (but see Huyssen, 2006) and, 
later, the fall of the Berlin Wall rendered utopian visions obsolete. The resulting relation to time 
is what Hartog calls “presentism.” Humankind is no longer urged to collectively rush toward the 
horizon. Instead, we must erect fortifications, remain on guard, and hone our skills of forecasting 
and anticipation. In a “time of disasters,” progress gives way to preservation, and the imperative 
becomes maintaining and safeguarding a present that becomes “permanent, elusive, and almost 
immobile” (Hartog, 2015: 17). This is perhaps no more evident than in discourses on the latest 
threat to an open future, climate change: mitigation, adaptation, resilience.  

This is certainly a partial account of the future. Hartog privileges the history of European 
elites (Hannoum, 2008; Sexias, n.d.) and, as such, ignores subaltern forms of future thinking that 
confound his chronology (e.g., Afro-futurism; Nelson, 2002). Moreover, the regimes he deems 
lost persist. Some religious groups (and the West is not excluded here) maintain a discourse “in 
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which the past seems to govern the present and the future” (Hannoum, 2008: 469). Cyclical notions 
of deeper time also continue to be utilized for building futures as in the theory and practice of 
Black Quantum Futurism (Phillips, 2015). Koselleck (2018: 164-174) himself outlines the layered 
structures of repetition in and of history—from extra-human cosmic and geologic conditions to 
linguistics—that have bearing on the shape of the future, however distinct from “the doctrine of 
cyclical return” (161). Last, “progress” in some form remains alive, if not well, in relation to 
technology (Simon, 2018). (The latter two are simultaneously present in promnesic futures.) 

While accepting that today the future is predominantly approached as a threat, there remain 
a multiplicity of relations to the future. This reinforces the need for critical futurities, an approach 
“that takes as its object past and present conscriptions of ‘the future,’ the rhetoric, poetics, and 
ideology of such conscriptions, and their ethical, political, and historiographic import” (Saint-
Amour, 2015: 24). Not only is the foreclosed horizon an effect rather than a fact (13), but the age 
of presentism, however much defined by nostalgia (Appadurai, 1996; Huyssen, 2006; Jameson, 
1992), is replete with futures. In risk society (Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1998), speculation, forecasting 
and anticipation abound in the ever-complex market of futures trading (LiPuma and Lee, 2004), 
political rhetoric (Dunmire, 2011), and state security practice (Massumi, 2015). While Hartog 
(2015: 113) sees these as mere fabrications—the present “has neither a past nor a future [proper]… 
[but] fabricates the past and future it requires, while privileging the immediate”—they should not 
be so readily dismissed. Iterations of what Derrida (2005) calls futur, a (somewhat) knowable 
future organized in calendrical time, contain their own assemblages of past and future and are not 
without effect or function. While Derrida (2005) posits these futures as attempts to stave off and 
weather l’avenir, the unknowable, unexpected, and inescapable future that will blindside us, they 
are also constructed in response to looming future threats, however much the timing or effects of 
the latter are open to speculation and competing predictions. For example, literary projections of 
post-climate catastrophe worlds (“Cli-Fi”) in which our current present is remembered from the 
future are structured around proleptic, anticipatory, and speculative forms of memory and 
mourning—a future anterior tense. Accompanied by dread, anxiety, trauma, or melancholy they 
can work to turn our attention to current and near-future problems (Colebrook, 2016; Craps, 2017; 
Crownshaw, 2017; Saint-Amour, 2015). The next section develops an understanding of futures 
articulated against a threatening horizon organized around a different temporality, an entanglement 
of past and future embodied in the sensation of déjà vu.  
Promnesic Futures 
Déjà vu is a common if brief experience lasting from 10 to 30 seconds on average. It is the feeling 
that we have “already seen” or have “already lived” (déjà vecu) what we are witnessing or 
experiencing for the first time. Or, in psychological terms: “any subjectively inappropriate 
impression of familiarity of a present experience with an undefined past” (Neppe, 1983: 3). It is a 
phenomenon with various names. When attached to “future” I use “promnesic” from Myers’s 
(1903[2005]: xx) “promnesia,” distinct from “paramnesia” which covers a wide swatch of 
“erroneous memory.” 

Speculative and scholarly consideration of déjà vu began in the late 19th-century, 
particularly within the pages of Revue Philosophique (Brown, 2004a). Theories varied wildly. 
Freud, for example, first thought déjà vu to consist of the recollection of an unconscious fantasy, 
later castration anxieties, later still depersonalization, and finally determined it too confounding 
(Brown, 2004a: 125). It was ignored as a nuisance by the behavioralist psychology that dominated 
the turn of the century and later avoided due to its association with non-scientific paranormal 
explanations (e.g., reincarnation) (Brown, 2004a: 2, 114). More recently, however, psychologists 
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view déjà vu as a complex phenomenal and affective experience, an understanding of which might 
translate to a fuller understanding of brain function more generally (see Brown 2004a; 2004b; 
Moulin, 2018). Several plausible causes have been put forth: memory error (Moulin, 2018), 
biological dysfunction (i.e., the de-synchronization of neural pathways in producing a unified 
experience), divided perception (via physical or mental distraction), and the activation of implicit 
familiarity (pertaining to one component of an experience) (Brown, 2004b).  

The concept has also been useful in discussions of collective memory. For Krapp (2004), 
as a scrambling of remembrance and forgetting, déjà vu serves as a point of departure for 
developing an ethics of forgetting. Virno (2015: 63-66) sees déjà vu as a radical experience of the 
simultaneity of the virtual and actual that dilates chronological time. This experience, however, is 
ultimately reduced to a difference within chronological time as a repetition of de-historicized 
copies. He seeks to correct this “public pathology” which renders all acts as “already-been” and 
“destined to repeat” (20) and recuperate déjà vu for a politics of possibility.  

The use of déjà vu here begins form a different starting point, one that acknowledges how 
the sensation is deeply entangled with the future. Three particular features of the déjà vu experience 
are important in this regard.1 First, the experience can be triggered when a “single element of the 
present experience…is familiar”—something as seemingly insignificant as “a lamp in your aunt’s 
house” (Brown, 2004b: 258). Second, it is often accompanied with a feeling of prescience or 
precognition, “a feeling of being able to predict what will happen next” (Brown, 2004a: 116). Last, 
this sensation does not result in apathy. Surveys show the experience is accompanied by feelings 
of surprise, curiosity, and confusion. More importantly, pace psychodynamic appraisals of déjà 
vu, “by experiencing the present as a repetition, the individual convinces himself that there are 
second chances” (Brown, 2004a: 124, my emphasis). Thus, promnesic futures are visions of the 
future injected with a familiar element so as to generate an experience that one is witnessing what 
would otherwise be an uncertain future unfold ahead of its full arrival, an experience that is 
prophylactic or redemptive. Two points are important here. First, the promnesic future is not 
necessarily a particular “type” of future vision or characteristic of a single “regime of historicity.” 
Instead, it is a modality of articulating futures as navigable. To make a future navigable is to 
partially ease anxieties concerning what is to come without completely rendering that future a copy 
of yesterday, that is, without wholly abandoning a claim to novelty or an element of surprise. As 
such, remembering, forgetting, and relations to time, both cyclical and linear, are internal to 
promnesic futures. Second, this modality is prophylactic or redemptive (and perhaps even novel) 
only in affect, not in fact.  

The above definition suggests that any analysis of promnesic futures begins with 
identifying the familiar element. But developing a more nuanced analytic applicable to promnesic 
futures and beyond, one that can capture the play of temporalities and remembering/forgetting 
therein, starts with Hartog’s dismissal of presentism’s futures. Hartog’s lament of a lost open future 
connects to a key theme in memory studies worth exploring vis-à-vis the future: space, that is, 
where futures are articulated and staged. 
Lieux de futur 
Hartog’s (2015) lost future is accompanied by the loss of memory. He builds on Pierre Nora’s 
(1989: 7) famous lament: “We speak so much of memory because there is so little of it left.” For 
Nora, once the continuity between past and present is severed—or when the traditional experience 
of time is denaturalized (Koselleck, 2018: 81)—genuine milieux de mémoire are destroyed. What 
come as a replacement are an infinite number of lieux de mémoire. These sites are key loci of 
collective memory (Halbwachs, 1992; Hutton, 1993; Zelizer, 1995). They are simultaneously 
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material, symbolic, and functional with shifting emphases (Nora, 1989) and can take the form of 
museums, archives, monuments, flags, films, marches, rituals, and so on. These are sites of 
mediation—which Nora sees as antithetical to genuine memory—or media themselves, that is, 
“ensembles of natural element and human craft” that order civilization (Peters, 2015: 3). Memories 
are not “contained” in these sites, nor are memories simply triggered by them. Instead, they provide 
an infrastructure—brick and mortar, discursive, digital—for a complex reconstructive process of 
remembrance (Zelizer, 1995; see also Chun, 2008; Erll, 2011; Hoskins, 2011).  

While rejecting the hard distinction between authentic and “sited” memory, scholars have 
adapted Nora’s lieux to the future but without in-depth consideration regarding the overall shape 
of lieux de futur or the concept’s analytical value (e.g., Féaux de la Croix, 2014; Szpunar and 
Szpunar, 2016). If lieux de mémoire are a response to lost memory, are lieux de futur—as 
articulations of plannable futures (Derrida’s futur)—a response to the lost open future or a 
threatening one? Even if limited to a presentist formulation of “taming of the temporal uncertainty 
of the future through spatial arrangements” (Aradau and van Munster, 2012: 105), making sense 
of futural sites is valuable for critical futurities and memory studies particularly because lieux de 
mémoire are already entangled with the future in concept and practice. The very cornerstone of 
collective memory for Nora, the archive, is a site that Derrida (1995) asserts is first and foremost 
a question of—and a pledge to—the future. In practice, for example, the erection of Confederate 
monuments in the United States coincides with civil rights gains (Gunter, Kizzire and Kent, 2016). 
As such, their primary function is not strictly commemorative (despite euphemisms of heritage). 
Rather, they work against the perceived threat of a possible future not structured around white 
supremacy. Despite an entanglement with the future what marks these monuments as lieux de 
mémoire and not lieux de futur is that they do not project or imagine, for example, the “faithful 
slave” of the future. Instead, they memorialize this fictional figure and situated her in the past. 
Nevertheless, these monuments beg the question of what features constitute a site as a lieu de futur.  

What follows is an outline of the general contours of lieux de futur. The main focus is on 
planned futures particularly of the promnesic variety offered against a looming threat, but the 
notion of lieux de futur need not be limited to them. Like those of memory, sites of future are 
material, symbolic and functional; they are simple and ambiguous, natural and artificial, concrete 
and abstract, sacred and profane, mutant and hybrid (Nora, 1989: 18-23). But three characteristics 
are defining. First, in place of a will to remember, there is a will to conjure, predict, foresee, 
anticipate, forecast, prognosticate, prophesize, imagine, or envision. Each mode has its own unique 
dimensions and entanglements with memory. For example, to render the future present, the 
anticipatory action of contemporary security (Anderson, 2010) depends on iterations of the past 
whether in the form of visceral memories of previous events or data sets. The preemptive security 
regime contains within it both a cyclical relation to time—the “next terrorist attack” (Aradau and 
van Munster, 2012) is by definition a repetition—and a linear one in which conflict develops over 
time; the next attack might “change everything.” Moreover, the pasts with which futural modalities 
engage vary in terms of scale. As in the cases studies below, these pasts may be limited to the 
decades of recent political history or as vast as the eons of deep geological time. As such, analyses 
of lieux de futur, as sites of mediation and media, require attention to material and elemental 
formations (as in contemporary media studies; see Peters, 2015; Parrika, 2016; Starosileski, 2019). 

Second, unlike those of memory, lieux de futur do not simply aim to “stop time” and 
“inhibit forgetting.” Instead, they attempt to open up time in various degrees (however limited 
against a threatening horizon). Some efforts are broad and abstract seeking to open up the future 
to speculation and profit (Halpern, 2018; LiPuma and Lee, 2004) or, conversely, imagine a future 
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beyond profit (Adam and Groves, 2007). Others still are designed to foster hope (Harvey, 1990) 
or support a politics of possibility over probability (Appadurai 2013; but see Amoore 2013). Some 
sites push toward a more defined future. For instance, as much as the Black Lives Matter 
movement is entangled with memory—#sayhername—it actively strives for a more just future 
(e.g., in which public funds shift from policing to community programs and communities are 
granted direct control over those resources). Connectedly, a futural site’s relationship to forgetting 
is not simply one of inhibition or license. This is evident in the sensation of déjà vu (see Krapp, 
2004) and promnesic futures. As developed below, futures articulated in the face of environmental 
degradation push toward a world in which humans regain a harmonious relationship with nature 
(but see Colebrook, 2016). Despite the seeming dominance of the past in such visions—perhaps 
not as strong or central as in certain forms of populist politics (e.g., MAGA)—they remain those 
of the future because the “return” envisioned is different than the past invoked. The past is neither 
forgotten completely nor remembered with perfect fidelity; the future is neither a carbon copy nor 
entirely other. 

Third, unlike the mise en abîme self-referentiality of sites of memory, that of lieux de futur 
is telescopic and teleporting. They often provide an experience of the future whether through 
spatial, narrative, visual, aural, or haptic elements. This is perhaps most visible in the “World of 
Tomorrow” displays endemic to the World’s Fair, but is also found in the post-apocalypse film, 
the Cli-Fi novel, and other sites. 

Taken together these three dimensions illustrate how lieux de futur provide an 
infrastructure for what is to come, however, circular, eschatological, progressive, or dystopian. 
They are sites in which futures of various kinds are mediated, discussed, built, and circulated in 
and through the space itself or the materials, discourses, and interactions therein, whether 
ephemeral or lasting. Some are very much infrastructures in the way we think of roads or pipelines 
and are meant to serve as such in an envisioned future. For example, the Svalbard Global Seed 
Vault located in an Arctic Archipelago functions as a backup to a network of seed vaults around 
the world. Nicknamed the “Doomsday Vault,” in a future of drought and crop loss it is designed 
to mete out biomaterials to revive the human food supply. Other sites, equally infrastructural, are 
those in which futures are developed: hype or demand is created, connections are made, 
agreements are reached, broad visions and anxieties are rearticulated and circulated. This latter 
category includes a wide range of sites: the stock market, election campaigns, churches, the 
World’s Fair and its technology-focused progeny.  

Promnesic futures are not the exclusive purview of one particular infrastructural “type” of 
site. However, taking a cue from Virno (2015) who locates déjà vu as public pathology in the 
World’s Fair, the next section examines two iterations of the latter: The 2018 Future of Everything 
Festival and Astana Expo 2017. As suggested above, an analysis of promnesic futures at these sites 
begins with identifying the familiar element placed within what is being presented as novel. To 
this, the provisional outline of lieux de futur adds that analyses of futural sites should address their 
futural modality and relations to time, the scale (and materiality) of the past with which they are 
engaged, the interplay of remembering and forgetting therein, and how sense experiences of those 
futures are stimulated. 
Technology, climate, future 
The Future of Everything was launched as a magazine in late 2015 by the Wall Street Journal. 
Promoted as “A Look Ahead from The Wall Street Journal” the initiative is an example of the 
prospective memory work of journalism (Tenenboim-Weinblatt, 2013); other outlets, such as the 
BBC have similar online initiatives. In 2017, the magazine announced that it would produce a 
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podcast and organize an annual three-day festival. Its forebearer, the World’s Fair, was first held 
in London in 1851 and later standardization under the auspices of Le Bureau International des 
Expositions in 1928 (BIE, n.d.). Long considered a “rite of passage” (Susman, 1983) and a locus 
of social control (Rydell, 1984) the popularity of the exposition waned overtime. Thus, the BIE 
has more recently shifted its mission to “finding solutions to the biggest challenges of humanity” 
(BIE, n.d.) and since the early 2000s it has focused on sustainable growth and climate change. The 
most recent limited “specialized exposition” held in Astana, Kazakhstan in 2017 was themed 
“Future Energy.” The analysis below is based on collected documents, commentary, and video 
footage of the Astana Expo and fieldwork at the inaugural Future of Everything Festival, 8-10 May 
2018. The festival featured four tracks each day; two tracks ran concurrently, thus it was not 
possible to attend and observe them all. Below I will discuss only the Artificial Intelligence futures 
presented at the festival.  
Artificial Cold War 

Technology has long been at the core of visions of tomorrow, both utopian and dystopian 
(see Mosco, 2004; Sturken and Douglas, 2004). Today, that impulse is often expressed through 
and against Artificial intelligence (AI). While the Future of Everything Festival featured pitches, 
predictions, and prototypes of technological minutia, put together they produced a future— 
demoed, felt, seen, and tasted at the Festival Hub—in which AI is an integral and intimate part of 
life. Human therapists are replaced by bots amid claims that the latter are better at treating Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder.2 One no longer hunts for a job but is sought out by AI recruiters that 
utilize “long-tail match” strategies (similar to those of Netflix, Amazon, and others).3 Because 
education is correlated with socio-economic status—that is, society’s wealthiest attend the best 
schools—panelists on “The New Job Hunt: When the Job Finds You” agreed that basing hiring or 
interview decisions on a resumé alone is unfair. The solution is to replace human recruiters with 
software that measures eye direction, gesture, and other “soft skills.” Such proposals are, of course, 
open to criticisms that they ignore the biases written into code (see Noble, 2018), or what Kate 
Crawford described at the Festival as “tech-washing.”4 As such, the linear future of exponential 
technological progress presented at the Festival, is marked with as many fears and anxieties as it 
is with promises.  

Anxieties concerning AI’s future effect on jobs was voiced by a number of attendees across 
panels through a variation on the question, “What do I tell my child to study so she is not replaced 
by a robot?”5 It was an anxiety that was on full display in a discussion about universal basic income 
with Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes who is now Co-Chair of the Economic Security Project.6 
More general anxieties were preempted by the assurances of various presenters that AI would not 
become Skynet—the sentient AI in the Terminator movie franchise that throws humankind into a 
dystopian war against machines—as well as Professor Gary Marcus’s humorous videos featuring 
comically bumbling robots.7 More widely, this uncertain future in which the middle class is 
threatened by new forms of automation was made navigable by the insertion of a familiar trope: a 
bipolar arms race. 

In Russian chess master Gary Kasperov’s session, “How to Beat a Robot,” he stressed that 
we ought not worry about bad technology, but “bad guys with technology.”8 In fact, for Nicole 
Eagan (CEO of Darktrace, a cyber defense firm), only AI could help win the “cyber arms race.” 
AI, she asserts, is better at spotting “early signs” and detecting novel threats as compared to 
humans. In short, the work of preemption requires AI.9 The identity of the “bad guys” is not left 
unarticulated and the main culprit is China. Again, it is not a rogue machine one had to fear but 
rogue states and lagging US policy. China is beating the US in the new “oil rush.”10 Sean Gourley 
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(Founder and CEO of Primer, a company that develops machine learning tools), while asserting 
that the “algorithmic advantage” is up for grabs, made it clear that China currently “leads in data.” 
(The not-so-camouflaged subtext of his remarks: the rights of US citizens and the regulations 
securing them put the US at a disadvantage.11) This narrative was not limited to a dedicated session. 
Rather, it was an emergent structuring feature of the AI track and beyond: “How It All Unfolds,” 
“AI and the Meaning of Work,” and “What AI Knows.”  

A bipolar arms race with a Communist adversary is perhaps a curious familiar element 
through which to render an AI future promensic. In the first instance, against the largely invisible 
and fast-paced development of AI (presented as linear throughout the Festival through visual, 
statistical, and narrative means), a modicum of repetition at the scale of decades—a recent political 
past—indeed provides a sense of navigability. But it may be countered that the Cold War and its 
attendant looming “trackless aftermath” forecloses the future because nuclear weapons threaten to 
destroy the very possibility to signification (Saint-Amour, 2015). Indeed, the prospect of another 
Cold War with China—itself a nuclear power—certainly induces fear. There is no reason, 
however, that prophylaxis cannot include fear arousals, particularly when it is a useful redirection 
involving a certain injunction to forget. Calling the Cold War “cold” forgets, to a certain degree, 
the many “hot” proxy conflicts that affected the lives of millions. Similarly, the invocation of an 
arms race reduces a complex problematic—tech-washing, income insecurity, surveillance 
capitalism, and so on—to a conflict with a single front, one in which AI is flipped from problem 
to solution. As such, generating a sense of déjà vu in which forgetting and remembering overlap 
renders the unfamiliar future world of algorithmic AI navigable. This is particularly the case when 
the familiar element—a bipolar arms race—generates a sense that one can see the future unfold 
before its arrival, that one can see what will happen next, or more appropriately for the sensation 
of déjà vu, what has happened next: a victory for the West.  
Humankind in its Element 

The menace that shapes Expo 2017 in Astana, Kazakhstan, is not AI, but anthropomorphic 
climate change. Humankind’s ravenous energy production and consumption will render the planet 
uninhabitable and wipeout all traces of humankind save a layer in the geologic record—one that 
may never be decoded. Much like at the Future of Everything Festival, technology is a pillar of 
managing the future, but in Astana’s energy futures technology does not compete with the human 
worker or displace her. Instead, the human remains central. Signage at the entrance of the second 
of two “Themed Pavilions” pronounces “We Are the Future of Earth.” The future offered at 
Astana—and its promnesic modality—is perhaps nowhere better articulated than in the Expo’s 
opening ceremony. A video shows the future as it materializes on the Kazakh steppe: a farmer 
tends his fields with the help of an android; a shepherd watches his flock with a robot-dog; 
livestock are herded using hovercycles; solar and wind energy farms dot the landscape as much as 
any other; Kazakhs live in future-fitted yurts (Expo 2017 Astana, 2017).  

The above scene embodies well the assemblage of repetition and linearity, remembering 
and forgetting, that renders a future threatened by climate catastrophe navigable. Perhaps, the 
obvious familiar element in this scene is the (sleeker) pastoral life. However, the scale of repetition 
(Koselleck, 2018) on which this promnesic future is built goes deeper, to humankind’s relation to 
nature and the elements. As such, the promnesic future at Astana is entangled with deep geological 
time. 

The 25-minute multimedia production that begins the opening ceremony lays this out. The 
stage consists of a half circle screen with projections covering it and the stage floor. Props and 
performers enter and exit from stage left, right, and above. The performance is narrated by an 
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omniscient mother nature, speaking in a feminine-robotic voice at a slow, stuttered pace. The voice 
articulates humankind’s relationship to Aristotle’s four elements: 

 
Energy produces life [Sun fission scene on screen] …. Humans be bold when you meet the 
sun. And it will share with you its strength to enable great discoveries. Take my energy. 
Use it for good. For the light of life in your home… 
 
The earth… [Steam rising out of the stage] Heat rages within you. Humans take energy 
from the earth. Feel the pulse. Follow the rhythm. Heat gives life … 

 
A drop of water. [Water drop on screen]. It falls as rain in the mountains. Flows with the 
rivers to the sea. To the ocean. And then back to the clouds. Creating totally pure energy 
for life. The oceans, the cradle of life. We are all your children. You hold all the answers… 

 
Steppe, you are a temple of the winds. The spirit of freedom soars over you. [Segways 
fitted with sails drive around the stage]… (Expo 2017 Astana, 2017) 
 

At Astana, by visually and aurally witnessing the Earth’s geological cycles, one can see the future 
unfold. This cyclicality, marked as infinite, is then prophylactically applied to humankind: “The 
human mind generates light from the circulation of ideas. It always has. And it always will (Expo 
2017 Astana, 2017). This notion is echoed throughout the Expo and the human is, furthermore, 
positioned as one key source of future energy. At the US Pavilion a video asks, “What is the source 
of infinite energy?” and answers, “People are. You. Me. All of us together.” The Expo is replete 
with displays of energy generated by human-technology interaction. In the first of two “Themed 
Pavilions” visitors are shown how they will generate energy by simply crossing the street in 
tomorrow’s “smart city.” At the Austrian Pavilion, “Future Energy is You, Your Mind, Your 
Soul,” this vision is brought to kinetic life as visitors pedal on bicycles to maintain the video 
playback on the exhibit’s screens. Much like in the Future of Everything Festival, contained in this 
promnesic future, the familiar element invites forgetting: the geological reality of the Earth and 
the universe before and after humankind. 

Colebrook (2016: 153) argues that the very idea of nature “as a stable, cyclical, eternal 
backdrop for human history and agency” depends on human labor and technologies of inscription. 
The future articulated at Astana plays with this. It does not call for a return to some sort of anarcho-
primitivist coexistence with nature. While the narrator intones, “Earth, your energy is unlimited,” 
it is only rendered as such through technology. Indeed, energy itself is conceptualized, as in the 
Kazakh steppe scene, as an assemblage of natural forces, human effort, and technology. The 
promnesic future produces the feeling that our needs will be met like they have before. But not 
exactly as before—the yurt is high-tech, the farmhand is an android, and so on. 
 The infinite cyclicality of nature, thus, also depends on an iteration of humankind’s relation 
to technology also found in the Future of Everything Festival: progress. The BIE President pins 
hopes of surviving the Anthropocene on economic development, “Energy is the lifeblood of 
civilization and progress: where energy flows, development follows” (Christensen, 2017). It seems 
Benjamin’s (1986) critique of the World’s Fair as a capitalist mirage holds. The Expo is certainly 
ripe for critiques regarding the limits and pitfalls of a corporate-led “technofix” (Segal, 2017) given 
its continued partnership with leading global polluters (e.g., General Electric, Shell). Moreover, it 
is replete with repackaged “dirty” energy: the US Pavilion featured oil rigs as much as any “new” 
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technology; the Russia Pavilion focused on Arctic oil exploration (Zuckerman, 2017); and 
Poland’s offered “blue” coal (Kazakh TV, 2017). Certainly this is the case, but “old” technologies 
also play a more nuanced role at Astana. In the second “Themed Pavilion” visitors watch a video 
about “imminent energy crises” before boarding “moving modules” that take them “inside” a 
turbine. Therein, they are surrounded by screens that play out the development and evolution of 
energy over time and interactively “renew fading engines.” The promnesic quality of this 
organization culminates in the Expo’s Museum of Future Energy that contains similar narratives 
of progress regarding energy from space, sun, wind, biomass, kinetics, and water while also 
memorializing technologies not yet widely used. As such, the cyclicality of geologic time and the 
linearity of progress work together in a narrative of renewal, a kinetic, visual, and aurally 
immersive experience that renders an uncertain future not only navigable but redemptive. The 
familiar future is not a failure of imagination, but a second chance:  
 

Humans, you are heroes. You have learned the power of energy. You have studied it and 
turned it into an endless source of creation. Experience of the past…is invaluable. You 
have adopted it and are now ready to create the future…. (Expo 2017 Astana, 2017). 
 

Conclusion: Buying time  
As much as the foreclosed horizon is effect not fact (Saint-Amour, 2015), so too are the openings 
of promnesic futures. Indeed, the prophylactic or redemptive affect of promnesic futures may be 
just as ephemeral as the day-to-day experience of déjà vu, sustained only by the connections and 
rearticulations across various futural sites. If the deep time of “nature is climate change,” that is, 
marked by “fragility and volatility” (Colebrook, 2016: 157) then any reconfiguration of the planet 
or our relationship to it through lieux de futur is tenuous. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest in 
the above accounts that promnesic futures are emancipatory or work to better distribute the 
“capacity to aspire” (Appadurai, 2013: 289). As such, the notion of promnesic futures developed 
here is not intended to redeem those lieux de futur long maligned as a symptom of a broad public 
pathology that traffics in de-historicized copies (Virno, 2015), as loci for the “pilgrimage to the 
fetish commodity” (Benjamin, 1986: 151), and as spaces in which “the future is what it used to 
be” (Barbrook, 2007). Instead, the notion nuances our scholarly understanding of these futures. 
The development of the notion of lieux de futur, as self-referential infrastructural spaces in which 
a will to conjure or prophesize aims at shaping future visions and bringing them into being, is 
intended to provide a useful analytic in this regard, however provisional, for scholars of futures 
and collective memory. Its application in examining promnesic futures illustrates how paying 
attention to the intricate relations to time, scales and materialities of the past, remembering and 
forgetting, and sense experiences at futural sites yields more nuanced accounts and critiques of 
futures offered against a threatening horizon.  

The promnesic futures at Astana and the Future of Everything Festival are examples of 
technofixes. At Astana, technology will stave off climate change; at the Future of Everything 
Festival, what is initially a threat (AI) is rendered a fix—to economic inequality, for instance—
through fabricating a bipolar future. Of course, not all promnesic futures are technological nor are 
all technofixes structured on the sensation of déjà vu. What is significant here is not that 
technofixes often fail—due to political as well as technical reasons—but that they are short-term 
solutions which function to “buy time” (Segal, 2017) or offer “preemptive hope” (Halpern and 
Günel, 2017) vis-à-vis larger intractable problems. The notion of promnesic futures illustrates the 
discursive and experiential complexity of just how time is bought. Beyond the blinding sheen of 
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the new this process involves an intricate play of past and future (on various scales), linear and 
cyclical relations to time, as well as remembering and forgetting. Placed within this context, the 
recycling of futures “works” not on account of the one’s ignorance of the past, but because of how 
the familiar functions within a complex assemblage to render a threatening future navigable; to 
buy time, however fleeting. 
 
Notes 

 
1 The use of psychology here is strictly analogical. Collective future thinking, as “collective” proper is a phenomenon, 
much like collective memory, in that it is irreducible to brain functions.  
2 Fieldnotes, May 10, 2018: “Medicine Morphing: A Vision of 2028.”  
3 Fieldnotes: May 8, 2018. 
4 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018: “The Social Implications of Machine Learning.” 
5 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018.  
6 Fieldnotes, May 10, 2018: “Closing the Gap.” 
7 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018: “Inside AI: Hype Versus Reality.” 
8 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018.  
9 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018: “The AI Security Guards.” 
10 Amy Webb, Founder of the Future Today Institute, Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018. 
11 Fieldnotes, May 8, 2018: “What AI Knows.” 
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